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Kim-Van-Kieu, for centuries, has been regarded by the Vietnamese as the most beautiful jewel in painting the
sentimental tenderness of the human soul. Edited in the early 1813s, this masterpiece of 3250 verses was structured in a
particular form of prosody that has become since then a cherished anthem of Vietnamese poetry. The story concerns a
maiden endowed with mental and bodily graces; an elite who, placed between love and filial devotion, deliberately chose
the harder way: she sold herself to save her father, a victim of an unjust calamity. And from that day on, she passed from
one misfortune to another until she sank into the most abject depravity. But, like the lotus, after a long chain of stormy
winds, she succeeded in elevating herself and preserving the pure perfume of her original soul. Homesickness seemed
to carry away Her soul toward the forlorn clouds of Tsin. My poor old parents! Both now must be quite old! Since my
departure, has their grievance Subsided any as time went by? So fast, more than ten years out of sight! If they still live,
maybe their skin Has been wrinkled, and their hair has turned gray Like frost-covered as it had never been! And the old
love! Regretful, I may say! Like the lotus torn off from its stem, Though their former binding had been broken, The
feelings Kieu had conceived for Kim Seemed to still have a slight venation. Kim-Van-Kieu 1963 Edition, English
translation by Professor Le-Xuan-Thuy, had given the Western readers a chance to taste the delights of a new style of
poem-in-prose version of Vietnamese poetry into English. Forty six years later came into light a fresher gem with a more
inspired form, The Soul of Poetry inside Kim-Van-Kieu, a vibrant versification of Kim-Van-Kieu by Professor Le Xuan
Thuy himself, well known online as international poet Hall-of-Fame Thuy Lexuan, ASO.
?????,??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Six essays by a notable South African novelist and scholar offer profound insights into the literature and culture of Africa
and Black America.
With a broad historical overview and suggestions for structural change for Korea, this book contributes not only to Asian
studies but also to the study of financial crises and the political economy of economic reform.
Canada's automotive "Dr. Phil" says there's never been a better time to buy a new car or truck, thanks to a stronger
Canadian dollar, a worldwide recession driving prices downward, and a more competitive Japanese auto industry that's
still reeling from a series of natural disasters.
Phil Edmonston, Canada's automotive "Dr. Phil," pulls no punches. He says there's never been a better time to buy a
new car or truck, thanks to a stronger Canadian dollar and an auto industry offering reduced prices, more cash rebates,
low financing rates, bargain leases, and free auto maintenance programs. In this all-new guide he says: Audis are
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beautiful to behold but hell to own (biodegradable transmissions, "rodent snack" wiring, and mind-boggling
depreciationMany 2011-12 automobiles have "chin-to-chest head restraints, blinding dash reflections, and dash gauges
that can't be seen in sunlight, not to mention painful wind-tunnel roar if the rear windows are opened while
underwayEthanol and hybrid fuel-saving claims have more in common with Harry Potter than the Society of Automotive
EngineersGM's 2012 Volt electric car is a mixture of hype and hypocrisy from the car company that "killed" its own
electric car more than a decade agoYou can save $2,000 by cutting freight fees and "administrative" chargesDiesel
annual urea fill-up scams cancost you $300, including an $80 "handling" charge for $25 worth of ureaLemon-Aid's
2011-12 Endangered Species List: the Chinese Volvo, the Indian Jaguar and Land Rover, the Mercedes-Benz Smart
Car, Mitsubishi, and Suzuki
Lemon-Aid New Cars and Trucks 2012Dundurn
An exceptional book portraying the renaissance of traditional tattooing in New Zealand by the Maori. Her passion is photographing indigenous
people with tribal tattoos. She was able to work on a special project in this genre thanks to an invitation by Maori tattoo artist Gordon Toi
Hatfield who is based in New Zealand. This collaboration has produced five successful exhibitions in The Netherlands.
“No one seems to refer to it by name.” While London journalist, Richard, prepares to visit an anonymous Adriatic island, a girl on the island
bides her time to escape its clutches as she is groomed for a sophisticated prostitution and human trafficking racket. When Richard’s
suspicions about the island are aroused he decides to investigate.Used to sharing professional success with girlfriend Trish and to enjoying
the ups and downs of their sexually charged relationship, his investigations uncover a very different and merciless world of violence and
cruelty and one girl’s attempts at freedom. As he and Trish become caught up in the intrigues of this world, the disturbing consequences
force Richard to face up to his laddish preconceptions and take a stand against the devastating effects of female exploitation.From Nemesis
Island is a dark tale of relationships and intrigue, which propels chick lit into the world of the thriller. It tells of love, loyalty, corruption and
revenge, and is suitable for those concerned with the effects on women of a sexualised society.
Original Maori text in parallel with English translation of one of the earliest surviving pieces of writing in Maori: an account written from a Maori
perspective of a journey in 1843-44 with Anglican missionary Bishop Selwyn's party. There is an introduction, commentary on text and
manuscript, some history and biography, map, genealogy, b/w photos and sketches, etc. from manuscript, bibliography and index.
Monberg's account of the Bellonese religion is descriptive ethnography at its best. It is rich in detail, and the organization of the material gives
a coherent view of Bellonese culture and society. While not a comparative study in itself, it provides an abundance of data that will be
invaluable for other works that are more comparative in nature. -from the Editor's Note Pacific Islands Monograph Series No.9 Center for
Pacific Islands Studies, UH
BLACK ENTERPRISE is the ultimate source for wealth creation for African American professionals, entrepreneurs and corporate executives.
Every month, BLACK ENTERPRISE delivers timely, useful information on careers, small business and personal finance.
Lutete devoted much of his attention to aspects of Kongo ritual and religious belief, including minkisi and the rituals for the installation of
chiefs. The original text of what he had to say about chiefship is printed, with translation notes. The work of other informants is also
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used."--BOOK JACKET.
C'est la première fois que l'ancien royaume de Chitral fait l'objet d'une publication de cette envergure, mêlant aspects humains et historiques,
culturels et linguistiques, et donnant au lecteur des clés inédites pour partir à la découverte d'un autre morceau de notre planète
The creative energy that would in time produce A Cycle of the West and Black Elk Speaks is apparent in his first book, The Divine
Enchantment, published in 1990 when he was nineteen years old. It can be viewed as an early version of the philosophy of spiritual
awareness that Neihardt articulated twenty-five years later in Poetic Values. They are reprinted together for the first time in this Landmark
Edition. A narrative poem bursting with youthful enthusiasm, The Divine Enchantment reveals Neihardt not as an ordinary poet but as a
visionary bard. Inspired by his reading of Eastern philosophy, it is a Hindu myth with Christian parallels. The virgin heroine, Devanaguy, fulfills
prophecy in bearing Krishna, the incarnation of Vishnu, in spite of imprisonment by a jealous and fearful king. Neihardt?s vision of the union
of spirit and matter, of reason and higher consciousness, introduces themes he was to expand on in his later writings. Poetic Values, a series
of lectures published in 1925, speaks of the common need for self-enlightenment. Drawing on sources ranging from the Upanishads to
psychology textbooks, Neihardt argues that poetry can provide a balanced philosophy to live by in bridging the gap between Western
materialism and Eastern otherworldliness. Poetry links the objective with the subjective, the real with the imaginary, and for the reader of
Poetic Values, as for the heroine of The Divine Enchantment, the highest self-enlightenment comes with self-forgetfulness. Blair Whitney
writes that, in comparing these two works, ?one can see [Neihardt?s] strong, consistent development from a boy who loved words and had
big dreams to a mature poet who found ways to realize his ideals and to communicate them to a large audience of readers.?
A common generalization about the Nationalist Government in China during the 1927-1937 decade has been that Chiang Kai-shek's regime
was closely allied with the capitalists in Shanghai. This book brings to light a different picture--that Nanking sought to control the capitalists
politically, to prevent them from having a voice in the political structure, and to milk the wealth of the urban economy for government coffers.
This study documents major political conflicts between the capitalists and the government and demonstrates that the regime gradually
suppressed the main organizations of the capitalists and gained control of many of their financial and industrial enterprises. This is the first
systematic examination of the political role of the Shanghai capitalists during the Nanking decade. A number of related issues--the operation
of the government bond market, the role of the Shanghai underworld and its ties to Chiang Kai-shek, the personalities and policies of key
government officials such as TV. Soong and H.H. Kung, the Japanese attempt to control the economic policies of the Nanking government,
and the growth of "bureaucratic capitalism"--are brought into focus.
Lemon-Aid New and Used Cars and Trucks 1990-2015 steers the confused and anxious buyer through the purchase of new and used
vehicles unlike any other car-and-truck book on the market. "Dr. Phil," Canada's best-known automotive expert for more than 42 years, pulls
no punches.
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???……
Product information not available.
The African continent is home to a fascinating and strong tradition of myth, due in part to the long history of human habitation in Africa; the
diversity of its geography, flora, and fauna; and the variety of its cultural beliefs. African Mythology A to Z is a readable reference to the
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deities, places, events, animals, beliefs, and other subjects that appear in the myths of various African peoples. For the first time, this edition
features full-color photographs and illustrations.Coverage includes:
The author recounts his return to South Africa in 1976 after twenty years in exile and describes the problems that still face his nation
????????????????????????????????????????????????
As U.S. and Canadian automakers and dealers face bankruptcy and Toyota battles unprecedented quality-control problems, Lemon-Aid
guides steer the confused and anxious buyer through the economic meltdown unlike any other car-and-truck books on the market. Phil
Edmonston, Canada's automotive "Dr. Phil" for more than 40 years, pulls no punches. In this all-new guide he says: Chrysler's days are
numbered with the dubious help of Fiat. Electric cars and ethanol power are PR gimmicks. Diesel and natural gas are the future. Be wary of
"zombie" vehicles: Jaguar, Land Rover, Saab, and Volvo. Mercedes-Benz -- rich cars, poor quality. There's only one Saturn you should buy.
Toyota -- enough apologies: "when you mess up, 'fess up."
The Columbia History of Chinese Literature is a comprehensive yet portable guide to China's vast literary traditions. Stretching from earliest
times to the present, the text features original contributions by leading specialists working in all genres and periods. Chapters cover poetry,
prose, fiction, and drama, and consider such contextual subjects as popular culture, the impact of religion, the role of women, and China's
relationship with non-Sinitic languages and peoples. Opening with a major section on the linguistic and intellectual foundations of Chinese
literature, the anthology traces the development of forms and movements over time, along with critical trends, and pays particular attention to
the premodern canon.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science
and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
With an Introduction by Lea Dalaria,This is the original screenplay to the lesbian,film which was released in 1994 to extraordinary,acclaim. in
this girl-meets-girl romance, a young,single lesbian yearning for romance meets a hippie,-ish partner who isn't, on the surface, what
she,really wants. With stills and candid production,photographs, as well as production notes and diary,entries, Go Fish is both an inspiration
and an,education for young film makers as well as a,fascinating look at lesbian life.
Two men from opposite backgrounds find themselves victims of circumstancethe Vietnam War. Brett Edwardsmarried, a college graduate,
and aretail executive living in suburban New York. James Curtissingle, a high school dropout, and a youthful offender hardened by the mean
streets of Newark, New Jersey. Both men receive a letter that will change their lives. James had been given a choice: join the army or serve
hard time in prison. Brett had become accustomed to years of draft deferments; unexpectedly, he receives the letter. The men forge a
friendship. James credits fate with his new friendship and attaches fearful premonitions from his past to preserving that friendship. When they
enter the Vietnam War zone, there is only one prioritysurvival. The right to go home is earned. To earn that right, Brett and James struggle
against the threat of losing their souls, the disease of Vietnam. Face of the Enemy is inconceivable.
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